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... The Committee ... has
decided to uphold
its original decision .
•

no retention for Rockwell Gray
Gray appeals for a hearing.

(See Page 3)
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SABIN RESPONDS TO H_ILL
The following is my response
to the letter of Bob Hill printed by
you in the edition of March 18 ,
1970. I would appreciate the opportunit y of having my views
printed .
War has been declared! Make
no mistake about it. The words
of Bob Hill constitute a declaration of war against me, an
American Jew and my family .
The words of Hill are a clarion
call for genocide. That they are
lies, that they constitute pornography beyond filth is not at essence. What is at essence is that
they constitute a call to battle - to
war, -because they call for a renewal -of the war of extinction
against the Jewish people which
Hitler fought and almost won.
Let me make it clear that these
words to me are not taken as the
mouthings of "Just Another Antisemitic Character," but more importantly call forth a response
which says : you will not destroy
us with your lies a nd your filth and
your demands. We will not accede,
we will not tolerate one movement that you make to satisfy your
vicious goals. The lives ofmy children, my two beau tiful children,
are under attack by this ma n, and
let it be known that one moveme nt,
one motion in the direc tion of fulfilling the goal s proclaimed in his
statement will lead to direct action.
He has uttered those words, I
utter mine. He would deign to indicate that more humane and reasonable solutions than genocide
are possible . Hitler. did not announce genocide immediately ; it
simply became his "final solution." It would become his way
only after he would do what Hitler
did - torture, imprison, render life
intolerable for the millions of innocent human beings, their only
crime being that they were human
beings who followed a particular
religious pers4asion, or had a particular ethnic background.
As a historian, and as an attorney who has studied the law of this
country and devoted the adult portion of his life to the teaching and
practicing of same, I could as
many others, and some perhaps
better than I, take each sentence
and refute the lies contained. It is a
useless exercise to those who believe as Hill believes because to
expose the faculty reasoning inherent in every statement made would
convince no one who was not
ready to believe the "total lie,"
na mely , that the Jewish people
constitute some kind of race, that
they constitute an evil force in the
world and that they plan the degr-

ading of this country or of Chris- ciated by our courts. It is not even
tianity . Thus , if you are ready to a matter of morality and it is below
believe any part of what he says, pornography becau se it belies the
you are really believing the totality very foundations of human exisof the lie, and if you are ready to tence by attacking the right to live.
Human history has enough
P.ick some statement to agree with
because there is some twisted sem- bloodshed and despair written
b I a n c e
o f
ratio- across its pages to clearly call for
nality- vi s-a-vis - group identi- barring such exhortations to barfication through an improper gen- baric racism and genocide.
eralization , then, again, you are
I would hear any man's words
ready to believe the totality of the and any man's ideas except those
lie .
For Hill, I have made my an- that deny me the right to live or to
swer and direct it to him plainly . have ideas, and that is what Hill is
His writing constitutes the call no talking about.
Would the editors of Print allow
different than that of Hitler, both
in its principles and its objectives, such sick ideas to be enunciated in
an attack upon the Irish, the Poles
and to those principles and objecor the Blacks? They would not
tives, I formally state -he and his
dare, but somehow this filth
kind will not conquer and will not
against human existence and digdestroy. There will be no alternatives, whether he considers them nity directed against the Jews is
acceptable for publication. Are we
"human" or otherwise. We will not
be destroyed or stamped upon, to assume that the tragedies of hisabused or maligned for whatever tory, the search for a scapegoat for
sick reasons he might personally human misery and insecurity is achave in mind. The forces of law, ceptable when directed against
decency, and if necessary, what- Jews?
To the Administration, I ask
ever resistance is demanded will
why there is silence. Where is the
be forthcoming.
But there are further meanings call for di sciplinary action against
to the appearance and the ap parent the outrages of a student so obviously unfit- unfit by virtue of his
reaction to Hill's " letter."
There are those who would sim- expressed beliefs and actions
ply write off Hill as some kind of which are an insult, perhaps more
" nut" - the kind that writes on dangerous to the viability of this
bathroom walls, and whom no one institution than any student demtakes seriou sly. To those I say that onstration that has taken place.
A nd to the Faculty, I ask, where
given the right conditions . and given enough fear and insecurity , he are the words and actions of outand his kind will be listened to, and rage.
And from both of them, I hear
have been li stened to, as they were
in N azi Germany . At first almost nothing.
And from the studept body ineveryone laughed at Hitler and
then suddenly it was too late to cluding the student activists,
where are the petitions, where are
laugh at all.
To those who say -that Hill and the proclamations, where are the
his kind have the right of freedom rallies, where are the protests, the
sit-ins, directed against ideas so
of the press in a state-supported obviously, so patently destructive
public institution, to have their of their interests in the commonviews published, (in that ality of human needs, human digstate-supported press) I would ob- nity and human rights.
ject. Human history indicates all
There was silence in Germany
too clearly that where government,
and this includes state institutions, when Hitler voiced his views- ·
in fact "sponsor" racism, advo- silence by the majority who percates of genocide and destroyers haps felt safe since after all Hitler
of human dignity by giving them a · was talking about one per cent
forum of their views, a major step of the German p~plllation . He
has been taken in the direction of too told the "total lie" that underneath every evil, every hardship
legitimizing their.views.
But make no mistake, I am not that the German people suffered,
talking about censorship in any under every voice of dissent; unform with respect to political dis- der every supposed manifestation
sent or radicalism of the right or of immorality was a Jew. Hill is
left. This is not what Hill is talking saying the same thing.
If you can feel "comfortable"
about. This is an _entirely different
subject matter, namely, the promo- · that Hill and his kind are not after
tion of ideas which are opposed to you and that you may ignore what
everything this country stands for they say and intend, may God help
including the dignity of human life you .
Arthur J. Sabin
and the right of pe0p 1e to exist, that
Associate Professor
it goes beyond "the clear and
of History
present danger" concept enun-

BUCHMANN
RESPONDS TO HILL
The March 18th letter to the edi-

would be more convenient to gentor " An Anti-Semite Speaks Out" eralize from a few examples or exdisplays a laudable Print policy of ceptions as they do. It is difficult to
non-censo rs hip but dema nd s reply think of many intelligent statefrom non-Jewish readers. Anti- ments which apply to large groups
Semiti sm is not merely a Jewi sh of people, whether Jews, Baptists,
concern, for its effects prevade police, Catholics, Blacks, teachers,
the entire soci~ty.
doctors, barbers, students, grocers,
Buddhists, C hinese, atheists, conWe can begin by agreeing with victs, students, Republicans, psythe letter-writer that all anti-Semi- choiogists, relatives, or anti-Se mites a re not insane, alt hough it tes.

Indeed all a nti-Semites are not
insane , but each in hi s own way is
a product of a perverted type of
thinking which <;ategorizes people
without regard for their individual
personhood . It does stem from
"something real and concrete in
our social environmen t" it is the
outgrowth of paranoic projection
and fear of those different from us.
Racism, labelli ng of groups, and
the up-tight feeling gripping our
Con't. on pg. s·

Tlw \ortlwa-..tcr11

PR/NT
UtWINARY °F OLK

Boy, are you people fools! You actually
believed some of the things that were in
yesterday's issue. If you are angered by
our April Fool try to laugh it off. Okay?
What is April Fool without some fools anyway. Well, so much for that. By the way,
this is the real issue this week. All the stuff
inside is the real thing and you are required to read it and believe it.
Announcing!!! (Lets have a cheer for
this.) The PRINT spring contest of the year.
Every spring PRINT presents the school
with the chance to participate in a Kite
flying tournament. If by this time next
week we have enough contestants the
time and rules will be announced . So if
you are interested come down to the
PRINT office and leave your ame with
somebody down there after informing
them of your desire to compete in the Kite
Fly-in.
The PRINT cannot take credit for thinking up this contest. It was suggesled to
PRINT by Mel Skvarla of the Campus Planning Office. He is an avid Kite flyer who
has competed in Fly-ins many times. Mel
gives all his close friends credit for giving
him the incentive to perfect his flying . They
were always telling him to go fly a kite.
This is th e' Northeastern PRINT which is
publis hed at Northeastern Illinois State
College, 5500 N . St. Louis, Chicago . Opinions expressed herei n are not necessarily
those of the Northea stern Administration
and need reflect the' opinions of the individual contributor solely. Address comments to E- 45.

Puck ....... ... ... ... ..... . . .. .... .. . .. Ken Davis
Oberon ....... ................... Larry Spaeth
Theseus ... : ................. . .... David Green
Lysander ....... . . .... ............ Roger Bader
Titania .. .. ...... .. . . . . . ..... .. .. . . Lynn Musson
Hermia ...... •.. .. . . :·•.• . ... .Connie McNeely
Hippolyta . . .. ........... ......Maura George
Demetrius .... .......... ... .. ..... Bill Spreitzer
Bottom .... . .. .. ....... .... . .. .Mickey Sagrillo
Fairies-:~·. . . ..-~-. . ·.~-. ... . ... . . .. .. Mike Gilmore,
Melody Cobli;,gh, Fred English, Barb Sielecki, Cindy Dubas, Marnie Fournier,
Madeline Poster, ·Frank Konrad, Steve
Mandell, Ron Middleton, Rich Sears, Ellen
Friedman , Barb Ulman, Noreen
Ciesielczyk, Mo~ika Czehak, Susan Concordet, and some other attendants to the
King.
DEPARTMENTS
Peas Blossom (Mondo)Gary-Da le

Stock-

· · · · ·· ······ ···· ·· ···· ·· ····· ·········· ·· · · ·mann
Cobweb (Corey's Place) .. ........Gene Corey
EQ (Hermia) .·..... • .... . . . .. Connie McNeely
Flute ........ ........... ....... Del Breckenfeld
Snout (Socialist Bulletin) .... Hal Bluethman
Foreign rulers ...... . .. F.R. Ferrier, Tim Short
Starveling ..... . ..... James (Cinema) Martin

CELEBRITIES
Staff Member EmeritusMarcella G . Krue · · · · · · · · · • ......... . ... ... . . ..... .. ...... .. . ... ger
Snug ..................... ...... ... .... . Les Klug
Moth ................ ......... Melvyn
A.
Skvarla ,
Eqeus . ... . . . ....... .. .. .. .. .... Dave Meissner
Faculty Member of the Week.. .. .. ...Marie
....... .. .. ...... .. ............... .. .. McGuckin
Student of the Week .. . . .. ... . .. Al Zwierzko
Bill Shakespeare ...... Ely (Sponsor) lie bow

Nortli e a ster11 PRI NT Editorial Pan e l :
Kc11 Douis, editor; Co1111ie McNeely, Man•
llgi11g Editor; Roge r BC1der, pl,otograpliy
editor; Lorry Spaetlr, Busi11ess Ma11oger;
D<lve Gree n, 8/JOrt s editor.
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IYO RETENTiu1v FOR ROCKY

'

•

GRAY REQUESTS FORMAL HEARING

, !,,i ~j-M

Last week, Rockwell Gray, who received word of his non-retention in the
English department several months ago,
officially requested that the Academic
Freedom and Welfare Committee consider
his case, ~nd allow him the right to an open
hearing.
- This <l\,llVII -was taken after the English
Department Retention Committee met for
a third time last Tuesday afternoon, and
arrived at the same decision - not to retain
Rockwell Gray.
Reportedly, the Academic Freedom
Committee had been considering the case
by early this week, and the group will
probably make a recommendation shortly.
Should the Academic Freedom and Welfare committee find that it sees an irregularity in the non-retention of Gray, it will
recommend to President Sachs that a formal open hearing be conducted, similar to
those held last summer for Stern and Lawrence. If the President agrees , the recommendation will be relayed to the faculty
senate .
The Faculty Senate will then, if it, too
agrees with the decision, set up the com-

mittee, naming the faculty and student
members.
The same procedure would probably be
used-the committee's findings sent to the
President, and the Pre!;iident reaching a
final decision on Gray's retention on the
basis of the evidence discovered by the
committee.
No one involved with this procedure
, would estimate the length of time necessary for these steps, but it's certain that it
will take more than a couple of weeks .
Upon receiving the letter revealing his
department's decision, Gray released a
statement, reprinted below. His supporters, many of them working for his reten·tion for over a month now, were promising
· at the close of last week that the battle was
far from over.

UL 1!llal
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ILLINOIS
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60625

COLLEGE
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JU. 3. 4050
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March 24 , 19 70

Mr . }lockwell Gray
IlepartJrent of English
Northeastern Illinois State College
Dear

Mr. Gray:

At its meeting the Retention Corrmittee passed the follc:wing
rrotion:
'The Ccmni ttee has reviewed all the relevant
factors bearing on the question of the
I"etention of Mr. Rockwell Gray and has
decided to uphold its original decision .

,::·

The Bugg House scheduled for last
Thursday was canceled because of the
snowstorm, but the program was rescheduled for. Wednesday, April I. There were
reports that the theme of the Bugg House
would be "mourning" for the "deceased
English department ."

~

~baine,

-

Crai~
;;.,~tment of English

RNP/mjc

STATEMENT FROM
ROCKWELL GRAY
I intend this to be a brief open Jetter to the college community in general. My aim here
is to define the paths still open for those who are concerned with my retention and with
the larger school-wide issues related to it. The English Department Retention Committee voted on my case for the third time last week and decided, once again, to refuse to
grant me a contract for next year. A number of people had hopes that the voting would
shift this time in favor of my retention. A large number of students and some faculty
have devoted a great deal onime and energy to trying to impress that committee with
the force of their desire that I be retained as a member of the English Department. While
I do not know the details 'of the last vote on my case and while I suppose that there was
a real diversity of feeling and opinion among the members of the Rentention Committee,
I still find it strange and distrubing that the Committee was not as a whole sufficiently
impressed with student testimony to change its original decision . Of course the members
of that committee are not obliged to make such a change, but for them to persist with
their original ruling without yet having given a single cogent and specific reason for it -this is a grave mistake on their part!
·
The question remains: What can now be done? My case is still before the Academic
Freedom and Faculty Welfare Committee, chaired by Pr. Thomas Farr of the Political
Science Department. I have set before them my request that there be an open hearing
for my case. This channel is the principal remaining legal one and I urge all those who
wish to support me to arrange ways of making their wishes known to the Academic
Freedom Committee. In addition to this way, it is still important for concerned
individuals and groups to continue talking (in class or out) with members of the English
Department in an attempt to tell them again how deeply students feel both about my
case and about questions of student voice in decisions concerning hiring, firing ,
curriculum planning, etc. More specifically even, students should feel free to call in to
the various members of the English Department in order to voice their criticisms and
also their support for me.
.
I want to leave it clear that I am still pressing for an open disscussion of the reasons
behind my being fired . Every time I o·r others have reque.sted such a discussion, we have
met with a studied avoidance of any direct response. Dr. Paine and others have referred
to "the needs of the department" and other nebulous shibboleths. It is still my strong
hope that those who wish to hear the true issues underlying my case will press for
something better than the "reasoned judgment" and "dialogue" which are alluded to so
often and practiced so badly.
·

Sincerely,
Rockwell Gray
Instructor in English

Questionnaire
Please complete this questionnaire and return to the
PRINT office, if you favor an open hearing for Rockwell
Gray.

NAME
MAJOR
THANK YOU.
- The Ad-Hoc Committee for Rocky Gray.
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NEWS ABOUT APRIL CAREER
INFORMATION EVENTS
Students interested in learning about ca- and sales - before making any decisions.
reer possibilities other than teaching will Hopefully, economics majors and others
have an opportunity to do so at two interested in marketing will stop in the
planned meetings in April. On April 8th, Placement Office and look over the CarnaMi ss Barbara Brooks of the Civil Service tion brochures . The marketing program deCommission, City of Chicago, will meet scribes an international organization and
with interested students at I :00 p.m. in can be reaci in "Carnation is Searching."
The student who is and was asking,
F-109 to discuss 'and explain career opportunities in local city government under "What kind of job can I get?" has had a
Civil Service. Any student who has ques- number of career opportunities to date. If
t" ns concerning examinations, quali- he attended the Chamber of Commerce
fication s, types of positions and salary Career Forum December 22 and 23, the
schedules should make a point of being Federal Career Information Day held on
present at I :00 o 'clock. Miss Brooks has campus January 27, the State of Illinois
agreed to meet individual students on an Career day with all agencies present at the
appointment basi s from 2:00 to 4:30 p.m. Circle campus March 5th and the represenStudents should sign up for an interview in tative at NISC on March 25th, and submitted his resume as directed for INTRO
E-128 .
' 70 with 65 companies at the Palmer
The next day, at 2:00 p.m. Mr. Peter House March 19 and 20, should have
Church-Smith would like to meet with in- found some of the answers . Attendance at
the two meetings listed above should be
terested students to t11Ik about sales and
added help .
sales management with the Carnation
Many companies do not actively recruit
Company in particular and with the subject
Liberal Arts majors but this does not mean
of sales careers in general. The Carnation
that well qualified candidates with Liberal
C ompany does not recruit on smaller colArts majors are at a disadvantage. Such
lege campuses but Mr. Church-Smith
majors are urged by all companies to
would like to come to talk to liberal arts
request interviews at company offices inmajors who have a general idea of a career
stead of on campus. For information about
in business and are seeking information
companies and their training programs,
about the various areas of busistop in the Placement Office.
ness - management, financial , technical

FACULTY SENATE
HOLDS ELECTIONS
Dr. Nicosia, Miss Black, and Dr. Barushok.
The Senate postponed action on the recommendation of the Instructional Council
that the time limit for dropping courses be
extended from six weeks to nine weeks.

The new Faculty Senate held its first
meeting on March 24 . New members had
their first opportunity to vote during the
election of officers for the coming trimester.
Dr. Kirk defeated Dr. Cropper and Dr.
Moorhead to succeed Dr. Harrison as
Chairman of the Senate. Dr. Cropper then
defeated Dr. Moorhead for the
Vice-Presidency, and Dr. Rader was elected secretary.
The new Steering Committee was then
chosen. Members include: Dr. Frederick,

The postponement was moved so new senators will be able to acquint themselves
with the proposal.
Toward the end of the meeting the issue
of tenure and retention was discussed but
nothing was resolved as the meeting ended.

MRC PRESENTS TWO
FIRED TEACHERS
grades.
Movement for Radical Change, a newly
formed campu s organization, will bring
these two teachers to campus Wednesday,
April 8, from 3 to 5 p.m . in the B lounge .

Two teachers, Nancy Tripp and John
Palm, were recently fired from their posts
at Niles ' East High School for refusing to
take attendance and letting their students
determine their own curriculum and

CLEANUP
CAMPAIGN
BEGINS IN CAF

GEOGRAPHY DEPT OFFERS SEA CAMP '70
by Monika Gzehak
The Geography Department is offering
two course s combining school with travel.
An Oceanographic Sea Camp will be held
along the Atlantic Ocean and on the Black
Sea. Students can earn a total of 9 hours
credit on these two sessions sponsored by
Dr. Roger H . C harlier. The dates are still
tentative .
At the first se ssion the facilities of the
ultra-modern Station Marine a' Arachon
have been made available to NISC by the
University of Bordeaux. While there, the
students will be studying the British Eu~ ropean Common Market maritime complex. Presentations and discussions are

scheduled ;it the lnstitut Oceanographique
of Moraco (J-Y Cousteau , Director).
Methods and Media will be taught by Dr.
Patricia S. Charlier.
The museum and aquarium of the Institut Oceanographique will be the focal
point of the studies. Visits to the harbors of
Brussels, Antwerp, Rotterdam. anci Amsterdam are also planned . T~e_re, the emphasis will be placed on m_a nt1me geograpny and urban expansion. They will investigate ' the Ring city concept, the Zuiderzee works, and the ljssel Meer polders.
Side trips to Italy a nd Spain will be made
available to the students at a minimal cost.
The second session program is centered

on studies of the Black Sea area. The accomodations, board , and laboratories are
to be provided by the Station Marine
d ' Agigea, University of lasy (Romania).
This session's theme is the study of
coastal geology, hydrology, biological
maritime geography, ecology and the
unique cultural environment of delta life
which nurtured development of a special
language, customs, and genre de vie. Trips
to the Danube Delta are a part of thi s
program. And· finally, side trips to the
U.S.S.R. and Bulgaria are scheduled prior
to their return .
Details are available from ' Dr. Roger
Charlier at his office.

A cafeteria clean up campaign was announced last week by an independent
group of students. The campaign is to run a
full week beginning Wednesday, April I.
The group announced that monitors will
patrol the cafeteria, a nd tha t sign s will be
posted, in an effort to remind diners to pick
up their own dishes and trays.

BouRBON
BusH

SAIYIDAIN TO SPEAK MONDAY
Students , faculty, and staff have been
invited to hear a public lecture by K.G.
Saiyidain on the subject of ' 'Education for
International and Intercultural understanding" at 4:00, Monday, April 6 in the
Auditorium. A reception is to follow at
5:00 in the Faculty Dining room.
Dr. Saiyidain's positions in a long and
distinguished career have included those of
Secretary to the Ministry of Education in
India, Director of the Asian Institute of
Education Planning and Administration,
President of the World Education Fellowship, and Visiting professor of Education at
Columbia, Wisconsin, and Stanford Uni-

versities.
The event is sponsored by the department of Early Childhood Education, Educational Foundations, Elementary Education, Foreign Languages, History, Philosophy, Political Science and Economics,
Psychology, Secondary Education, and
Special Education.

LTD

Gas pains

The following student groups have also
helped sponsor Dr. Saiyidain; Alpha Chi
Epsilon, Anthropos, Association of Women Students, Psi Chi, Psychology Club,
Sociology Club, Student Education Association, 21 plus, and Union of Students.

relieved at

tuesday

GLENLAKE

tap-a-keg

VOLKSWAGEN

nite

6035 N. BROADWAY
Open Eves.
Closed Sun . ~

10c a drink
Til the barrel runs dry

BR 5• 3500

1547 howard 1 ½ w . of sheridan rd .

1------·------:~:~!:.;t~;;~~:;:E;:;;f~ - - -·. . . . .I

PSYCHOLOGY CLUB FILM FESTIVAL SCHEDULE
Wed ., April I, "Focus on Behavior: No Two Alike" ·
Explores some of the ways in which psychologists ·are developing new testing
methods for measuring and increasing human capabilities. 4 :00 B I 13.
NOTE: This will be the last day of the Film Festival trimester. Unless by popular
demand.. .
·

f

(,'f11'U<1I

·
~::.i: ~

LIBRARY QUESTIONNAIRE
The program committee.for NISC's new library building is attempting to
discover student opinions on a new library complex. Th e committee has
requested that interested students complete this questionnaire and return it
to the PR/ NT office. Opinions received will be considered by the committee.

•

.-irailllll"'I~

To •at he~e~~,~~eCo~tE

:

~

v

Ii
•:

RI BS

PITCHERS OF IIEER
COMPLIMENTARY PEANUTS
Mode-1.t Prices
COCKTAILS & HOT DRINKS
Open from
lunch till 2 A .M
I

~

7day,awu~
AMPLE FREE PARKING

i
·
::_;:::!

j
:

Ii
i•

I........................................................... ....................................................
Wells
2741 W. Howard St. 973-0990

1447 N.

:

\ " :

'

t :oz., ·

Bratwurst & other "great "
Charcoal Broiled Items

j

In what specific ways do you believe a new library building
could creatively serve you and your education?

nn<I

ROARING FIREPLACE

I

'

.

'

•

'

664 -2393

\
~

'

t
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Cont. from pg. 2
society show groping for scapegoats a nd for objects of agreedupon derision, and the attendant
security of fitting in and sneering at
those who don't. When you label or
sneer at groups you need not encounter any persons in the groups
as individual peo ple. One fee ls
more secure dealing with perceived
threats on a group-to-group basis-self-extension is limited a nd those
hurt in the other group are not sufficient ly real ind ividuals so as to
cause any gui lt feelings. The
" they" becomes an om inous lurking threat that is bloodless a nd
shadowy .
Such patterns of behaviour seem
to be assuming greater propo rtions. T he spectre of anti-Semi tism
which seems agai n ghoulis-hl y
stalking the land is o nl y a part
of a parano id reaction overta king
the cou ntry. Hate groups are fo rming o n all sides of issues o r the
sophi stries that are views as issues.
F ears of conspiracy are prevalent !
whether it is purported to be on
the pa rt of the Communi sts, the
C onspiracy Eight, the J ews, the
Gove rnme nts, the po lice, the
Panthers, the press, or big industry . Peopl e in all parts of our
society are bei_ng threat~ned,
ano are clustering in groups a nd
denigrating other groups.
To return to the anti -Semitic letter and its purported historical
basis, this is not the place to attempt to educate the misi nformed
author. His interpretation of what
little he apparently knows of history shows a grasp of rea lity analogous to the Flat Earth Society; his
knowledge of Arab-Israeli problems is as astute as Caligula leadi ng
his army into the sea to attack it
with their swords; and his conceptio n of patriotism is as narrow
as Torqomeda's idea of C hristia nity d uring the Inquisition.
The letter cited Frank lin, Lu-

The Northeastern PRINT

ther, and G rant as great men who
were anti-Semites. Contesting this
assertion would be irrelevant. It
makes as much sense to cite great
men such as Cicero, Augustine,
Charlemagne, Aquinas, Machiavelli, Shakespeare, Moliere, Lao
Tse, and George Washington in
support of the opinion that man
could not orbit the earth.
As a whole the letter was an essentially factless harangue in the
tradition of effete, pseudo-intellectual snobbery and inci tefu l
hate propaganda. That in itself can
be frig htening but what reall y
strikes a note of terror is the apparent sincerity of the author, the Jack
of overwhe lming revu lsion in response to the Jetter, tlie increasing
credi bil ity given to labels, and the
chan ging climate which makes
these things possi ble.

If " it does not fo llow that antiSemitism leads to 'hatred' of other
races" (the author assures us of the
benifi cence of the Nazi sympath y
with J apanese, Arabs, and T urks),
anti-Semitism is indicati ve of antihumanism : the abi lity to judge
people by arbitrary categorization
of nameless face less masses. A ntihumanism gives birth to non-persons, to invisible men, to cannon
fodder, to gno mes who exist fo r industries or governments, to lumpens who need ru lers to decide
what's best for them, to mobs who
need to be taught lessons li ke Peterloo o r Haymarket or St. Petersburg's Bloody Sunday , to pri sons crammed with dangerous provacateurs like Voltaire or Tom
Paine or Patrick Henry , to immoral teachers like Socrates who must
d ie for corru pting the yo uth. A ntihuman ism steals a person's individua l identity a nd subj ugates 1"1im
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to the grou p. Like its child an tiSemitism, it refuses to deal with
each person on the basis of his individual merit. It is this mo vement
which threatens " the very fo u ndations of our cultural system ."
The letter closes with a smokescreen of " humane" inhuma nity ·
and a sheathed threat of Gentile
reprisals. The assumption seems to
be that all Jews should be indoctrinated with the author's point
of view, civil ized by the Gentile
culture (whatever that is), and if
n e c es s a r y subjugated or exterminated by righteous Gentiles.
It would seem dfficult for t he
author to· ig nore the intertwi ning
of the Judeo-C hri stian ethic and
the cult ural tradition of Mai monides, Spinoza, · Me naelsohn , Mahler, F reud, E instein and · countless others, but any th ing is possible for a bigot. He can even
ignore · the fac t that two of the
strongest heritages of J ewish trad_ition a re fam ilial and in tellectual or are these to be construed as unAmer ican?
T he purpose of this letter is no t
merely to attac k an a nti-Semite
he need s understanding a nd help
with hi s problems. The purpose is
to draw attentio n to the paranoia,
polarization, labelli ng, a nd hatred
h is letter rides the crest of; to begi n
to focus on the broader causes of
this movement which brought former U.S. Attorney General Clark
to call our nation "an incipient police state"; to plead with you, with
all of us of all beliefs, to perceive
people as individuals and to interact with them warml y as fe llow human beings. As Gautama Buddha
said, "Hatred does not cease by hatred , but only by love . This is the
eternal ru le."
A.M. Buchmann
Psycho logy Depar tment
W. A. Buch mann
Kendall College

BOB HILL CORRECT
M r. Hill is correct. Not all
anti-Semites are crackpots or insane. Some a re merely infa ntile .
What "adult" anti-Semite would
try to genera lize about all Jews . Of
course there are some no greater
percentage than any other race ,
creed , or ethnic group. Italians run
the Mafia, a nd the Cosa Nostra is
prominent in crime . Does that
make a ll Italians criminals? A few
Blacks take advantage of the welfare program. Does that make all
Blacks dishonest or lazy?
Mr. Hill's picture of anarchist
Jews leading idealistic and sincere
Gentiles is too ludicrous for
words. There are as many anarchist Gentiles as there are Jews ; and
certainly, thei:e are no less idealists
among Jews as any other people.
And, Mr. Hill, what do you call a
Gentile leading other sincere, idealistic, naive Gentiles in hating other people?
Mr. Hill would lead us to believe
that there is good anti-Semitism
and bad anti-Semiti sm. As though
there is good cancer and bad cancer: good and bad illness, good and

bad epidemics .
T o state that " the y, as a group
preach that patriotism is stupid
and narrow and they encou rage
flagburning" is a bald-faced lie .
Your statements about Israel are
similar canards. Incidentally,_ the
International Red Cross has substantiated the fact that N asser
used poison gas against his fellow
Arabs in Yemen. Last I heard,
Nasser was ·not Jewish. And, if
Arabs go barefoot, it's not because
they're all poor. The sheiks find it
easier to Wash the oil off bare feet.
Mr. Hill is right about one point,
that "there will be anti-Semites
long after we are all gone." There
will be anti-Semites as long as
people are looking for scapegoats
to excuse their own failures, to
rationalize their mistakes, to explain away their lack of success.
Stop blaming the Jews for your
own inadequacies, Mr. Hill, and
put it right smack where it belongs.
And that goes for the ills of· the
world.
We do thank you for suggesting
that it's O.K. for us to live (" Many

MSTIIICH:O
Un6-• 17 •- . ,• • .,;,;ompan,, .. e

Pa, ..,, AdvN o .,.,d,an
solutions more humane a nd rea~
sonable tban genocide are possible). No doubt you would want
20th Century-Fox presents
An lngo Preminger Production·
to head the program you suggest in
st.rring DONALD SUTHERLAND .ELLIOTT GOULD .TOM SKERRITT
your concluding paragraph. Of
Co-Starring
course , classes would be mandatoSALLY KElllRMAN · ROBERT DUVALL • JO ANN PFLU() · RENE AUBERJONOIS Produced by INGO PREMINGER
ry - concentration ca mps would
Directed by ROBERT ALTMAN Screenplay by RING LARDNER, Jr. from a novel by RICHARD HOOKER
Music by JOHNNY MANDEL PANAVISION" COLOR by Del uxe•
be an e xcellent place for them.
Well , I've got news for you , Mr.
Hill. American Jews; along with
abc GREAT STATES THEATRE
all decent Americans, are determined that there will never again
UNITED ARTISTS
be a n Au schwitz or Buchenwald,
RANDOLPH AT DEARBORN
even though the• . disease that
created them still lies · dormant
and can flare up. A s mankind progresses, a s slow and as torturous as·
it may seem, we believe- that . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
anti-Semitism will be cured along ,
w ith other human illnesse s of the
body and the spirit.
Oh yes ! One final point. We will
continue to support, love, and
cherish Israel, unabashedly, despite your obvious attempts to mislead people about the only true
democracy in the Middle East and
for the girl with an eye on fashion, quality and cost .
one of the. few anywhere in the
world .
2218 NORTH GENEVA TERRACE (just off Lincoln)
Tobie R. Goldman
o,

WIti: S*II

FROM JEWISH WAR VETERANS
Dear Editor,
The March 18, 1970 issue of
The Northeastern PRINT has
been brought to my a ttention, and
in the interest of "fair play ," I

hereby request that our answer to
"An Anti-Semite Speaks Out" be
printed in your academic newspaper.
For the J ews in America to re-

main short-sighted jlnd lethargic - to remain silent and indifferent to the crying need for immediate and effective action , is , to
(C~~ tinu ed ~n page8 /

The unusual women's shop with unusual savings on famous
maker sample sportswear & dresses.
HOURS
MON 10:30- 9 :30
WED 10:30- 9 :30
THURS 10 :30- 9 :30
. • • ••• f~!- .1P;30,-9 :30

TUES 6 :00-9 :30
SAT. 10:30-5 :30
SUN. 10:30- 5 :30
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THE WORD

CONTRASTS_

Mounta ins d isapp ea red and sh owed th eir
faces elsewh ere
As oceans shra nk their shores, then lied, and
spread them out again.
Generations windswept leaves were governed
by a degree ofFreefall ,
Endless day s like old summer vac_
a tions
closed t he door
and left-un known .
And thro ugh it,
·
Al l was everything and everything was when
stuff happe ned
an d I knew nothing .,
THE LIFE
Borness then knew people well ,
Jabberwock words where logics knew found
companionBrothers in Christ.
· Early days construct regressive roads, JOY,
SORROW, AND THE
MIDDLE GROOVES.
Time once again was thanked for being the
great mellower
of existence.
And through it,
All was everything and everything was when
. stuff happened
and I knew nothing .

Six sprawled
upon the plush penthouse rug.
Far below,
city lights come and go
in clustered blurs.
Charcoal cones of Gonesh incense
perfume the room ,
enveloping musky odors
of aged pot,
rolled in hues of lavish co lour
match ing middle-class decor .
Rushing dishwasher sounds
harmon ize with dehumidifier hum,
providing background melodies for
Franklin McCormick' s sign-off.

THE LEARNED: A PREDICTION
Wizards perceive all, Greyness is the power
they wield
·
• ·
, ·
With old hair and rocking chair swing they
stare-within,
to know.
Their porches now uncluttered,
Their houses truly filled,
Their hearts though still seem empty,
Their vains though still seem chilled .
And through it,
All was everything and everything was when
stuff happened
_and I knew.Jlothina .

remembers the fire

JORDYCE A. FISHER

THE LAST ACROSS THE FINISH LINE
When the roaring prayers of the mob
Are silenced to fervent whispers;
When the upturned faces of the faithful
Are drenched with retribution instead of
grace,
When the stricken pope steps forth to
Curse the crowd rather than bless them;
When the confusion of insanity re igns
• supreme
And war and hate have.seen their victory;
When mindless millions
Trample unshod to mass graves;
When traces of sanity are considered insane
I hesitate-then jump,
When traces of sanity are considered insane
When I spiral to oblivion
Hearing the roar of the fa ithful as they
applaud my decision
When the end of the world has come
Unheeded.
ELLEN FRIEDMAN

DOCTRINE

together~

May we strive for TRUTH
1f

J

'

JAMES RIENE MESPLAY

COLLEGE STUDENT'S
POETRY ANTHOLOGY

April
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of
thousands young
trying to loose the land
from peril
while

TERRENCE A. JACOBUS

You know I am aware
I am aware you know
Read Listen
Believe
Know
Now
I am aware you know
You know I am aware
Now
Know
Believe
Listen Read
MY MIND IS YOUR MIND
and yours is mine
,
ALL LOVING IS OF THE
same love
ALL HAPPINESS IS OURS
together
ALL TIME IS OUR TIME
together
· for there is no Time
OUR PASTS ARE ONE
and the same-for we have no pasts
THE ORIGIN OF OUR LIVES
IS THIS INSTANT
THERE IS NO SORROW
THERE IS NO PAIN
for we share all pain and sorrow
together
even now as the Universe unfolds
. we are living as
we were and as we will be---------------------NOT IN THE FUTURE---for there is no future
there is only the infinite NOW .. .
DO NOT RESIST
for in reality there is no resistance
in truth there is no reality
in trut_h there is no resistance--- -

Dead wood

Barbara, unamused,
contently continues solving
cryptograms
in a Dell Crossword Comic Book.

THE LIVED
Opened head and poured in words made
brain cells listen-slow to change
Days that were nights and nights that wer_e
days,
When hearts were then spades
And I rode through the haze-alone.
Love·was the catalyst, God was the weight,
time was a killer,
·
and oh how I did hate-myself.
But I understood and I was gladfully sad.
And through it,
All was everything and everything was when
stuff happened
and I knew.

AFTERWORDS

ON THE BEACH

the oyster lounged, laughing, lovelyher bareness beautifully glistening
(her eyes shown like pearlsher teeth were like stars)
the clam sat, silent, sulkinghis unawareness beautifully gl i stening
(his tie was all wrinkledhe wore stripes and checks)
these two wanted to share a blanket and
basket, on the beach.
the oyster looked lovingly at the clamher shell skin shining in the sunlight
(the look of love of a maiden fair
her rose sepal nose, her seaweed hair)
the clam acted calmly, but blushed
bright bluehe clashed with his iridescent tie
(he finally was pairedwith someone who cared)
they wanted a chance to walk are in arm,
on the beach.
the sun descending like a tired top
and the pair on the beach tried to climb
to the top
of a small sand dune;
where the clam offered his love, the stars,
the moon .
(the oyster tired of her new-found-toy
and decided to return to her steady boy ;
took three long stridesthen into the tides)
the clam stood still completely dazedthen waddled to the water quite amazed;
a starfish then was jogging by
and saw the clam break down and cry
"what's wrong my friend?" ,
the starfish uttered,
" my love, she left," the clam he muttered ;
the starfish retorted, " keep that stiff upper" but then out of pity, ate him for supper...
on the beach.

the Sirens sing
·
away
from country borders
where they left
where some stayed
behind
hidden below
hearin1;1 sounds
immanently ending
above
in death air,
leaving the land
they must,
they were born
living
apart from the nation's climax
concurring with history' s
cyclic
experience
rounding
the
sphere
with poisoned animal graves and
generous anxiety
noiselessly
eroding
every man' s
tempest _
till
the streams are black
and
children don't want to be born
where
no words
can call
through curtains
established
on other shores
there
the trusting young have journeyed
beg inning again
bearing new families from
old examples .
lighting
the land
with fire
...
in qu iet
eventual
memorium
to their past.
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The NATIONAL

WILLIAM HENNESSEY

SPRING CO
ASAD CASE
Sixteen units of long, hard sea
life is not like boiling tea.
Someday, the beginning will learn to be
And conJure up stories called history.
. There is no end ; there is no start
same as the puzzle, "Why beats the heart?"
The ra in will come and steam aloft;
Ground is murky deep and soft.
There is silence. The earth shrinks and cools
And the sun dries up blood- red pools
of crimson lava and igneous rock.
The lightn ing bolts hit with rending shock
Cells appear floating to tl}e to1;>
which undulate and stop-which undulate
and stop .
They will start the life to come
This plasmic substance so like scum!
Flowers lead the way ; Paradise is here!
The earth is a beautiful home so dear
to the hearts of life; they are the offspring .
Waters fall and splash up in gentle offering.
Placid glades and valleys are painted on the
land.
And awesome crystal clear seas caress the
·
sand .
Life is indeed the Garden of Eden ... now.
Watch the trees wave to birds with a lazy bow.
Does and rabbits dart in and out.
Little lions have a friendly bout.
The earth is green and fresh to view
and the sweetest scent is morning dew.
Frogs sit and croak on their lily pads
Among the blues, yellows, greens, and reds
That make the earth a heaven to behold
That,was the earth in days of Old.
Cities spring and the earth ages ·
But not li'<e a bookcover or its pages. ·
The age is naught but a second in eternity.
But just look 'round and turn to see
- The pollution done by you and me.
Go back and see the place you 're from!
It's so black; it blots out the sun .
Deep, dark, and murky-so much like scum!
Frank Hazelwood

DANKNOPOFF
FRANK HAZELWOOD

The closing date for the submiuion

·Ap1
ANY STUDENT. attcndi°' atlla' JU1U4
his verse~ There -is no 1i1D1tation • to
£erred by the Board of Judges, becauae
-Each poem must be TYPED or PR[
bear the NAME and HOME ADDREl
ADDRESS as well.
MANUSCRIPTS shi>uld ,be sent to the

NATIONAL Pt
!210 Selby Avenue
He comes from the village of
(insightcsightlessness)
Where his spoken word has wooed existences
into blissful unity
Come, hear him, and believe in red skies.
f". JACOBUS

LIFESTYLE
READ
LISTEN
BELIEVE
KNOW '
NOW
LISTEN
BELIEVE
KNOW
NOW
BELIEVE
KNOW
NOW
KNOW
NOW
NOW!

JAMES RIENE MESPLAY
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Listen ing,
two old people
watcll Lawrence Wel k;
bu t i do not know thei r memories :
i imagine it was heau t if11 I.
PATRICK McPHEE

WERE NOT-GU IL TY HE WAS CRAZY

A

APP

It is all or nothing at all so they say
and i guess that I agreee with them somewhat
it is all or nothing at all so they say and
t~e_n I stopped saying anything at all
till 1t looked at me and I hid from you and
all of them . It wasn't my fault though I
wasn 't the one who laughed It all started
from your song Ha! a .crow sing ing a canarys'
refrain thats your god and I doubt whether
I can disagree anymore Ha! Have another
drink
with me you don't have to put up with
my cerebration much longer. But I do and
t~ats the_ho!"'est to $]Od truth, listen man
I m not kidding, for 1f there's one thing
I am on this earth it's honest. Good
policy if I do say so myself. Remembe r that
couch, I didn 't think so, it all sucks
I remember too much-honest I do.
Sure you know that it all leads down your
dusty path, you like the taste of dirty dirt
cleasned by your lily white saliva.

~
, J.- JJ
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I always said that you should have been a
janitor
.
me the teacher of men you the picker of
garbage
.
and omnipotent fuse fixer I'd like that but
then again so would you, you always were
ahead
of the game I couldn't quite understand that
but thats my lease on life. All or nothing at all
wow what a thought, Just one more for the
road
l!'s ~een a l!)ng time let my circus of thoughts
live Just a bit more, You always were a bit
conceited, bitch, I really hate her, well
one more drink and then I'm through it's over
done finished. Go peddle your apples
eslewhere
Annie, but just give me a taste to stop my
constipation . Thanks. Time to turn back to
records
So what apple bitch, I know Hal All or nothing
· at
all, Didn't Frank Sinatra make that, Now there
was a real man.
TERRY A: JACOBUY
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WHITE CANE

).ETRY ANTHOLOGY
)ETRY PRESS
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'ETITION
1D&DUscriota by College Students is

Births bloody innocence has left behind
young ripe scholars hanging
from trees awaiting their ultimate distorted
decay-Education.
But turn and look at our city,
The crowd grows, spoken words have turned
· to oceans of sound,
The people are anxious for today is the feast
diiY of the blind man who teaches color.

ALLIASK

Bless me, Fathe r
For I have sinned
I have seen pain and turned the other cheek
And the blindness is not mine alone
Bless me, Father
For I have dreamt
Of a new world where no man needs a god
And all men are content
Forgive me, Father
For I am selfish
And can not to lerate what your world
Is doing to me

Reflections Thru a Blackened Eye: An Unrealistic But Emotional Look at the Inhabitants of NISC.
i can't conceive of anyone else in the whole
wide world - yes, even in anywhere,
U.S.A., having
an unkind thought left in their
carbon copy, gotta
have a gimmick heartsi mean, they wouldn't...not after all the
talk about love for one another and for our
brothers (and sisters alike, i guess) and for
ourselves (but that's second only to ourselves
who must always come first) ...
...and for blacks and whites and reds and
greens and purples and haters and liberals
and conservatives and the conscientious
objectors and and because all you need
is love because it makes the world go
'round and the sun rise and set...
. have you tried love?
and all this talk about caring - ha
caring about poverty and Viet Nam and
the nixon (daley) administration and pollution
and CTA bus fares and rapists and
conspirators and God (is he dead?) and Paul
McCartney (is he really dead?) and mini's
and the high cost of breathing and nothing.
caring about nothing ... and no one
caring about no one ...
i mean, in the midst of loving everybody
and caring about thin11s we' re
loving things and caring about no oneit's as if the level of love (care) is so high
it's over our heads •
and so the only people - person-onewe love and/or care about is ourselves
because we're down here and everyone
else is up there ...
i better love me because no one else
will - soi better take what is within
my grasp (all of it) so i can love myself
more than you.' 11 ever love yourself more
than i will because i'm good .. .i mean,
i'm really great• and i know it
i don't care if you care because the
important, i mean, the ultimate thing is that
i care .. .for myself...not you ...
only me - right?
·
have you tried love?
and soi walk around among you
with my mind open and my intentions
sincere and i am.suffocating .. .by
your super-egos and half-truths and
partial interpretations and
misrepresentations
and takens out of contextes and lies .. .lies ...
lies ...LIES
i need air - now
have you tried love?

I 10

KATHY MURPH\'

r aenior college is eligible to submit
works are pre-

ID or theme. -Shorter
apace limitations.

Forgive me, Father
For I am old
And have seen many men climb upon the
cross
To be nailed on by friends and passersby
Understand me, Father
For I am young
And dream foolishly of a life
Of perfection and achievement
Understand me, Father
For I am blind
To your feeling of trusting love
And answer me, Father.
Believe me, Father
Forsake me, Father
Mourn me, Father .
Join me, Father
.;·
ELLEN FRIEDMAN

WHERE ARE YOU GOING?
WHERE YOU HAVE BEEN.

Where are you going?
Your eyes they look so old.
They seem to have been soaring
For something kin to gold.
But fri~nd, you really must be knowing
All thatglitters is not ~old ; ·
" .
,
All that moves is not living .
Who can really tell when or where you have
been?
Where are you going?
It's been told you must know where.
Your face is less quite fair.
But your heart is overflowing.
All that I see is not you;
All that is you is living.
Who can really tell when or where you have
been?
Where are you going? ·
I've watched you for years.
It seems to me that you ·do not falter
regardless of the tears.
But then, what little it is I'm knowing.
All that I am may not be; ,
All that is I may not see.
And I have no right to say when or where you
have been.
_ .
Where are you going? .
Your eyes they seem so cold .
But I don't think that they unfold
the secrets left untold.
They seem to say to me, "Beware
There is no use in Iring."
·
Please don 't think don't care when or where
you have been!
FRANK HAZELWOOD
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LANCELOT
THE DEA'l'H OF A SMALL CHILD

~FICE OF THE PRESS
Lancelot, you werP. a hero once.
The passion of youth brought you victory,
Your innocence untouched by defeat,
In your dazzling suit of glory.

TRY PRESS

Los Angeles, Calif.
qoo34

The King , Lancelot, the King
Loved you as his own son.
And the Queen, Lancelot, loved you .
Loved you .

' stand so far apart at times
We
That I can barely see
The reflection that your soul
Casts upon your eyes ...
or hear your voice
your muffled crys.
Age is the canyon
That separates us
Understanding the bridge
That sways
In a bitter cold wind of discontent
A.1(6NYMOUS

(UNTITLED)

Violet glows
show a distant fire settling
with bricks and glass saluting its
exit :
sparks of dying sunlight
flee around corners
giving way to darkness.
PHYLLIS LANDANDO

Lancelot, you were the golden youth
. In the long night of the Bacchanalia.
But the dawn, Lancelot, the dawn always
came
·
Tarnishing the gold to green.
Is she there, Lancelot? Is she with you this
night?
Lying as you did with only your velvet cloak
of rebellion
Between the lovers and the cold, black night.
But, Lancelot. it is always morning now.
COUNTRY BOY

I once thought of a country boy
walking an old dirt road,
unknowing of presidents and things
just
Christmas tree choppings '
and set summer fishings' filled his straw hat.
To his side lay the pot marked earth.
not superficial foxholes
but a marble ~ames delight
He saw like his dog
and panted after things of no concern .

TERRY A. JACOBUS

ELLEN FRIEDMAN .

A pr I. 1 1G)

The age of treetrunK sitting
and a six clouded sky
fold silence in ten tolls
tween steeple arched madonnas
looking un-eyed
at the organ music march.
'

Unresponsible lovings have lain
~his child living in gold
mto the ground black earth
after he was too youn$1
for the pleasures of mid- life agony
awaiting his mourners.
Solo stepped the gulls
on the roof of he_Jven patiently
in quiet under his death wagon
candled, annointed,
shadowing lesser friends lamenting
in wooden rows.
Ch<:>ir seated hy~ns reframe seven years
of tmy thoughts in ears of animals
swinging from tree to dirt
down alley walks that dreamed mysteries
respun to cheer him cross cold
.
winter curbs winding home.
Otherways the day sustains a memory
of fire·and ashes and absent tones
seeking to raise the soil
pured by his postured sleep at ease
with wonder left wincing
.
passed gated stares and endless crying .

· WILLIAM HENNESSEY
I

•

'

,,
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once agai n invite eventua l dis- to our society when they encroach
aster! T ho se who ca nnot re me m- upon the civil liberties of others, 1
ber the past, are co ndemned to a nd fail to recognize the responsibilities that must accompany the se
repeat it!
T he J ewi sh Wa r Veterans of the fre edo ms of which they avail
United States o f America was es- them sel ves. Only when you stutabli shed seve nty five years ago to d ents a re able to understand and
prove the lie to the canard , "Jews denounce the activities of exwill make the un iform , but will not tre mi sts, will we be abl e to prewear it. " Every JWV Post is serve that civilized socia l order
named for a J ew who made the a nd democra tic freedom s we
supreme sacrifice for his coun try. fo ught and died for, and that we all
In proportio n to our numbers , the long for and cherish.
The hallmark of "the Bob Hill s"
Jews of A merica have spi ll ed more
blood , have sacrificed more lives, is a person, who in dealing with a
tha n any o ther racial, ethnic, or controversial iss ue and political
re ligio us gro up . We have fo ught to leaders like Dr. Spock, (who is not
e ncourage the doctrine of uni ver- a J ew, even if Hill thinks all docsal liberty, equa l rights, and fu ll tors are J ewish !), doesn't questio n
hi s wisdom o r j udgement , but
justice to all men .
We mu st be careful no t to try to strikes at the very roots of hi s loycontain the influence of extre mi sm alty to his country, e ven if he has
by c urta iling the civil liberties of to resort to a fal se premise, or a
a nti-Semites like Bob Hill . We questionable set of stati st ics. And ,
mu st however become aware of they usuall y use the most scurthe threat that the Bob Hills pose i(i!ou s ki nd of language, w hile call-

ing themselves " sophisticated 20th
Century" an ti-Semites.
I am perfectly willing to state
that "love of country" initiall y propel s the " Bob H ill s" into a state of
insane extremism, and -probably
fe w people love America more
tha n does Hill - pro vided that it be
po inted out tha t fe w understand
t he de mocratic process of this
country less than he does ! Th us
Hill finds him self in an orbit that is
inhabited by irresponsi bles whose
uncomprehending love of America, usuall y ends in hatred!
H ill speaks of " ... our J ewish
friends ... " May I close by sayin g - w ith fr iend s lik e Bob
H ill - who need s enemies!!
Respectably you rs,
PHILIP H. VI S ION
Americanism Chairman
Dept. of Illinoi s
Jewish War Veterans
of the United Sta tes

m e·nt ioned . His lectures w e r e
moti vating, illuminating, dynamic
a nd imm e nsel y informative . I
would have never written this arti-

L A ST 2 WEE K S
CLOSES APR. 18

" WITTY, L U ST, RAB E LAl &,I A N ! " - Du blin Press
MON . thru SAT. EVES at 8 :30 - WE D . & SAT. MAT S. 2 P.M .
SPE CIAL D I SCOUNT FOR STU DENTS & FACULTY
Bri ng t h is ad to th e Box Off ice
and receive best ava ilable
seat at the ST U DENT RAT E o f

$3.00

THIS OFFER GOOD NOW THRU A PR. 17
FOR ALL PERFS. E X CEPT SAT. EV ES
Regul ar Pr ices are : 7 .00 , 6 .50, 6 .00, 5.50 , and 5.00

•Best picture of the year."

CASAS GIVES P ANTIGOSO CREDIT
When I subm itted my art icle I
think I mentioned it was imperative
that Mr. P antigoso's course " his
pa nic wo rld cultu re " would be

The Drama of Dylan Thomas ,
Poet of the Now Generation .
By SIDN E Y M ICH AELS

-Gene Siskel. Chic;lgo Tribune

cle wit hout his lectures. P lease
print my letter in· your next issue.
De li a D. C asas,Spanish Major

OPEN LETTER TO THE
CONCERT COMMITTEE
Last week several Informatio n
Center ·workers wrote the Print
restati ng the rules of concert tic ket
distri bution as given them by the
Concert Committee. The reader
does n' t have to go far before he
fin d s a gla ri ng inequ ity. Remember
that $22. 50 each stu dent pays at
the beginning of e very Trimester?
Well , that fee entitles Jo hn Q . Student to o ne t ic ket per concert,
while administratio n, fac ulty a nd
civil service workers receive two

tickets without c harge.
In the past, stude nts could ignore the few non-students who
chose to take the free ride. Some
fac ul ty even gave donations, not
wis hing to get something fo r nothing. But the student/non-student
ratio has been changing radicall y
at the past few evening , concerts.
Students are almost outnumbered,
and thi s requires a new set of rules
by the C oncert Committee .
The fai r solution would be to

offer admini stratio n, faculty and
civil serv ice people the same activity tickets that students -_a re requi red to p urcha se. Charge
no n-stude nts $22 .50 per trimester
and a llow them only one ticket per
activity card . Since non-students
are best a bl e to afford such a fee , I
am sure they will be delighted to
pay their o wn way .
Sincere ly,
Michael J ones

RIGHT ON, DAVE GREEN!
After read ing the D a ve Green
Report concern ing P E and its status as a di scipline, I feel compe lled
to write my opinion.
N o o ne ever stops to t hink w hat
use requi red courses serve the secondary teacher. I am in favo r of
requi red courses for many reasons
I wo n't go into now. But it seems
to rrie that at least o ne course in
p hysical educatio n sho uld certa inly be included among all the
o ther subjects whic h stre ss only
"mental" education.
,
Yo u need brains and no t j ust
brawn to pass a PE course a nd P E

cou rse s help to develop coordina- te r ho w many degrees they have,
tio n (which a lot of our students or how high the ir grade s are, no
o ne will hire a SLOB!
seem to need).
PE develops sportsmanship,
I am an English major (secondary educatio n) and when I teach, use s brain power, illu strates coorI think -first aid and safety would d ination, and stresses neatne ss .
Above all , team sports teach us
be just as important, if not more
to do the best we can on our own,
important than math or science .
Also, some P E classe s require and still work with others .
H ow can any c urriculum proyou to wear a clean uniform and
neat ha ir. Perhaps its' ·a little late posal deny that P E is an e ssential
to try to trai n some peo ple in col- and meaningful discipline ?
Think agai n, CC, F aculty Aslege in cleanliness a nd good groo ming, but it is necessary. A s I loo k sembly, and Dr. Soc hen .....
A concerned student,
at my fe llow students ; I wo nder
Diane M. ~uc howicz
how they'll ever get jobs. N o mat-

More Letters to Hill Next Week

Chicago Avenue at Michigan.

llati■ees Daily • far student group rates call: WH 4-5667

RAINBOW FOOD
PROGRAM RALLY
MOVIE: BLACK GUERRILLA
BAND: YLO BAND

SPEAKERS
AUD. 3-5 P.M. APRIL 2, THURS.

RED DOT

THE FLIP SIDE
TRS TICKETRON ELECTRONIC TICKET OFFICE

laundry and
Dry Cleaners

H OURS , DA IL Y 10 -5 ,30

STEREO L.P.'s-$3 . 19
8-TRACK TAPES-$5.50 .
MONAURAL L.P.'s-$1.00
---Pa~li

Cinema Theatre

-·3 246 W. Foster
10% discount to all students

''Th e G ro·up

II

At
Corn Cellar·
5450 N . Kimball
Fri, April 3; 8:30-12:00
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Del
Breck~nfeld

Cinema
James
Martin

"DEJA VU"

One ?f the problems of writing about a group the caliber of Crosby, Stills, Nash, and
Young 1s that one tends to oversimplify the reasons for their success, thus missing some
of the more basic rudiments of their obvious greatness. Let's face it, everybody expected
Crosby, Stills, Nash, _and Young's second album to be somewhat of a miracle for the sole
"Comedy is an escape, not from truth person in turn, momentarily leaves the
fact
that the awesome talent of the group alone assures that even the weakest material will
but from despair: a narrow escape into blood and gore to greet her as she is escome out a gem. So now, their long awaited second album, entitled "Deja Vu" (Atlantic
faith." So writes Christopher Fry.
courted through the room. There is a mock
SD- 7200), is finally out and is probably one of the most musically balanced records of
This statement of comedic philosophy is death scene and last supper which you ·
recent times._The album jacket is even bound with the same imitation leather that is used
what underlies much of the theory of black swear will end in tragedy like Kid Sampson
to cover the photograph collections which you place on your bookcase next to your other
comedy as a genre; the idea being that we in "Catch-22," but it doesn't. There is the
masterpieces.
laugh at the absurd to keep the faith. Our sawing off of a leg while the doctor has the
Some of the finest cuts on "Deja Vu ," rely on a series of minor perfections to make
laughing makes us realize the absurdities in nurse scratch his nose; and many, many
them work. For instance, David Crosby's powerful "Almost Cut My Hair" combines
life, but when we stop laughing we know more scenes equally ridiculous.
many of the aspects present in their earlier works. First of all , the lead vocal is performed
The whole unit, like the whole Army,
that things need not be absurd. The possiin Crosby's beautiful bluesy voice in such a way, that you don't even have to be a freak to
bility of a non-absurd existence is present- operates out of fear. And because of the
realize the significance of it's lyrics. It's similiar to how the flick ".Easy Rider" individed to us, and we can momentarily breathe fear, there is the constant seeking and findually aff~cted ea~h type ofperso~ who saw it. Throughout the song moves a strong heavy
more easily.
ing of home amenities such as trout fishing,
progression, which could conceivably go on forever. Above this background is some
"M.A.S.H. ," which opened recently at football games, golf, and the drinking of
excellent guitar work by Stills and Young. A funny th ing about their leads is that they
the United Artists Theatre, fits superbly martinis-with olives . Perhaps in this way,
. don't have the dynamic presence of, say , a Clapton lead . Rather, they are just played as a
into the genre of black comedy, and in the as incongruous as these things may seem in
part of the instrumental accomplaniment, and help to set the stage and mood io t-h·
process presents us with one of the fun- the theatre of war, they can make the war
vocals.
·
r e
niest, and tragic movies I have seen in a go away; at least in their minds . After all,
This type of workmanship is carried throughout the entire album. Th first song on the
long time. It's funny because it deals up- not many of these people chose to be in
disc, "Carry On" by Steven Stills, showcases the superb harmony that has become the
roariously with the absurd in life - in p'a r- war; they were drafted. One line which
trademark since the conception of C S & N . Nash's voice is less screechy and with the
ticular _a rmy life ; and it's tragic because brought the house down, and pretty well
addition of Young, their harmony has reached an incomparable ri.c hness . Witness the
between the laughs we are shown the dark- sums up the attitude of the film was spoken
clairty o~ Youngs' tone ~>n his_own "Helpless," a countryfolk song based on his childer side of Man and his nature. The film in response to career army · nurse Houlihood . Hts perfect blending with the other voices is never more apparent than on the
points up again and again the fact that the han's indignant question ; "How did some~itle
cut "Deja Vu." After some vocal jazz-improvisation by Crosby, the group moves
two, humor and horror, are inexorably one like him (Gould), ever get into such a
mto . some_ harmony phb sing that jbsolutely defies the imagination. The song then
position
of
authority
in
the
army?"
Anlinked in life, and cannot perhaps be uncontinues mto a slow, moody progression, similiar to the feeling of "Wooden Ships" from
linked ; but can be made more tolerable swer: "He was drafted."
the first album. In fact, this section includes a bass solo by Reeves so smooth that it could
So goes the whole film; from one exagthrough laughter.
even have been the guitar on "Wooden Ships."
"M.A.S.H" deals specifically with the gerated, but all-to-real scene to another,
Last Summer, Dick Cavett had a special evening show where he featured The Jefferson
Korean War and one unit of-the Mobile one belly-laugh after another. The language
'.",irplane and Joni M_itchel. It just so happened that Crosby and Stills, minus Nash, were
Army Surgical Hospital (M.A.S.H.), which is sharp and candid , and usually strikes
m the area at !he t1'!1e and just ~ort_of dropped in . Well anyway, Stills was asked to
operates in the field just behind the lines. close to home. The script never sags, and
perfo~m so he_Just p1c~ed up the ol Jumbo flatop and , unaccompanied, began to sing a
But on a general level, the time is all wars the acting never lags. Indeed, it would be
beautiful song about a gtrl that left. When it was over everyone was so overwhelmed by its
in all places. We see no actual fighting such difficult to single out a few significant perfreshness tha_t I be_g an to wonder (knowing his talent) whether he had actually written it
as that which you would expect to see in a formances because the whole cast works as
as he played 1t. This song turned out to be "4 & 20" and is performed on this album in the
WWII film, but we do see the terrible, a smoothly running unit understa nding at
same
way 1t was on the Cavett show - by Stills himself. ·He has an unexplainable knack
bloody results of war, which makes it seem all times what it is about. -fo~ bei~g able to si~g a song in such a way that the listener gets the feeling that the song is
In the end, director Altman has created a
all the more real. We watch as surgeons
bemg dtrected to him, and nobody else. "4 & 20" is the type of song that is most effective
Hawkeye Pierce (Donald Sutherland), and finely crafted vehicle of black humor which
when
performed only on the solo guitar ; no other instruments could do the theme justice.
Trapper (Elliott Gould), operate to save should not be missed. It is without quesThe album also contains their hard driving single, Joni Mitchels' "Woodstock " which
lives in the field, and operate as well to tion, I believe, one of the finest comedies
evidently speaks for itself. This along with the aformentioned attributes and a little
save their own sanity in the madness ever made, but at the same time is a film
country (feat~ring some fine work by Jerry Carcia and John Sebastion on steel guitar and
around them. But the film asks the ques- which is aimed straight at your guts. One
harp respectively) should make you clear a space for it on that shelf next to the other
tion, as does "Catch-22;" who indeed is must not approach the film, however, exmasterpieces.
mad, the perpetrators, or the perpetrated pecting an evening of light humor such as
Secon~ thought .. ."Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young will be in concert May 13th & 14th.
upon? It's a fine line to be drawn, and "Cactus Flower," let's say. Four young
After thetr latest album I'm wondering ifit wouldn't be worthwhile to go both nights.
perhaps is not a question to be answered.
ladies sitting behind me when I saw it,
Like the characters in "Catch-22," the seemed utterly confused by the whole
members of the M.A.S.H. unit move thing. One of them was heard to ask at the
through the film in a fast-paced state of conclusion why it was necessary to show
controlled insanity-or, if you prefer, sani- so much blood and gore.
ty. Thanks largely to the superb script writI can't explain that to her. If she didn't
ten by Ring Lardner, Jr., and the excellent see its relevance, then she probably doesn't
26, $1 75.CY0 round trip charter flioht (plane fare only)
direction by Robert Altman, the film never see the absurdities in ltfe either, and no Just one week until you con all see "For What it's
Worth." April 8th and 9th at 8:30.
Contact Olia : 261-1654 after 9 p.m .
lets up. It hits with one fantastic, hilarious amount of explaining would help her. In
Mrs. Patton at Newman, Sunday 7:00 April 5th.
scene after another. The Bible-preaching fact, she probably sees life just as she
What if the KUETCH GLUEN RARY CAUGHT the 10
Major Burns goes insane (but wasn't he would see "Cactus Flower," or a Fred
Part-time job in Optometrist's Office near Montrose
laughing morons screaming I am going to somph
and, Kimball - Receptionist - work including telealready?), when his after-hours Astaire movie - simple, and unconstrained.
the green whatchamacallit on uranus next Sunday.
phone, filing, some light typing, appointment schedSigned with love, Hero themadman
love-making to head nurse Hot Lips is "M.A.S.H." is neither. But it is a brilliantly
uling, etc. Interested parties contact Miss Etten in
broadcast to the entire unit via loudspea- well-done film which permits us momentaHealth Service G-138.
For Sale : 62 Black Cadillac top speed of 125 mph
ry escape into faith.
ker. Gould and Sutherland cross their arms
but it does not go around curves well. If interested
Sundance Kid - Happy birthday. But it won't be if
call Chottanoga.
and shrug as he is led away in a
you don't know your TKE guide! - Fag
I
straight-jacket.
Start writing clearer classifieds!!! Signed the
Miss Coleman: Aufwiedersehen!I
executive assistant to the editor-in-chief of classiIn another scene, new head nurse Houlifieds .
ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE!! Use eveready batteries
han is introduced to the surgical unit while
- with power to spare!
I m.e an, really, I'll print anything" - providing I can
they are in the midst of surgery, and each

M.A.S.H.

FREE CLASSIFIEDS

BouRBON
B usu

ROMANCE
BY COMPUTER
Does it )Nork? Get the Facts
For a FREE Questionnaire
Call 372-4829 (24 hrs.)
Or write to:

CU PID COMPUTER SERVICE
111 No. Wabash Ave.
Chicago, Ill. 60602

LTD

'swingles
nite'

"I'll fly a kite with Mel anytime I" -

Maura

Milan,
Whenceforth hearest thou the Bong of the Chikadee
and the Wong .of the Navigaror? Only when the
Gorio giveth .fprth his aaaoaaaaoaaoaciaaaagph!!!
Of course.
Mishagas

25c a drink for
unescorted g irls

Is there life on Uranus? Think about it. -

WDF

An important meeting of students wishing to go to
Toronto over the 4th of July weekend will be held in
the "B" lounge Thurs. Apr. 2 at the 1:00 activity hour
All interested students are encouraged to attend .
Dear Carol and Ronn, Happy second · year anniversary. People from the Carrel.

Ken G: You better be good to us or we'll get Joe T.
back - the mice
Ken G: We still love you anyway -

the rots

Janet Lynn : I love you

_Norm: ... Girl.
In answer to the question "Who is the mother of the
year?" The answer is Maureen Serban.
R. Hood, I shot on arrow i nto the air and where it
lands I do not care, I get my arrows wholesale. L.
John
Join "Students for violent non-action" today.

154 7 howard 1 ½ w . of sherida n rd.

I dig it, I dig it, I dig it, I dig it.

Postion Wanted: any of you guys out there need an
Italian Zeppelin. Captain Experience, 20 years of
flying dangerous ping-pong bombing raids over the
famous Deutsche Dinkelsbuhl. Contact Zeppaloni
Potsatori

Snoopy needs a new home .

wed nesday

read what I'm typing!

A somf of a day, keep the doctor away.

Anyone interested in going to Europe AP,ril 26 - June
f'

Dear Ronn, Happy 2nd year anniversary. Love Carol.
Where did Lizard go; Do?? Fox
Duck: Would you believe an Anniversary on April 4?
- Rabbit
Lynn

P. -

Get well sooner -

Love, Source and LS.

From Locker #39: Dear Prince Charming, I thought
you knew I was a ~t?l)d-in for p.L. tho/, night.
' ' l t "
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stereo

There are Three
Top Forty
Radio Stations
in Chicago/and
--Only WEXI Is ·STEREO!

The big SWITCH is on!
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catch WEXl'S STEVIE WONDER
All Night Concert, 9 pm to 6 am
this Saturday Night

i
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INTERNATIONAL
CORNER
Commentaire: Les deux versions francaises que vous allez lire ont ete ecrites par deux
e!eves de Francais 111 . Ce sont deux differentes opinions sur la Violence, le mal du
s1ecle.
Fourgeres R. Ferrier
Vice-President du Club Francais
Pour
Que serait le monde sans la violence? Nous avons la violence et la devastation dans
leg guerres, les emeutes. Nous la voyons tougours a la television, au cinema, et dans
besucoup de livres. Pourquoi avons-nous la violence? Nou s ne pouvons pas repondre
a cette question.
La violence est avec l'humanite depuis le commencement des temps. Les hommes
primitifs se combattaient. Les anciennes civilisations avaient rivalise avec d'autres civilisations. L'homme avait toujours lutte contre ses environs. Je crois que si l'humanite
presente des contlits, ii y aurait tougours la violence. Rien ne contentera tout le monde.
J. Gerard Barnitz

French Ill
Contre
Moi, je deteste la violence. Amon avis le but nejustifiejamais le moyen. Ce n'est pas

possible que quelque ~hose de negatif comme la violence devienne quelque chose d'avantageux . Certainement, le monde aime la violence; autrement, nous n'en aurions pas.
La violence n'est qu'une habitude, mais une mauvaise habitude. Pour l'arreter, nous
ne devons que dire "jamais plus."
En verite, l'etablissement est la cause principale de la violence. L'argent et le gouvernement sont les soutieus de la violence. Si ces gens se comportaient comme des membres
soncieux de cette societe, ils verraient que la paix est plus agreable que la violence et la
guerre.
Paul Dittmeyer
French Ill

MI ESPERANZA

Dios, ahora es tarde.
Yo tengo ideas en la mente.
Las ideas estan muy complicadas
Pero, Por Que las tengo?
Cual es el significado de la vida?
Por Que soy yo una persona viva? ·
No es posible entender;
Es necesario aprender.
. La vida sigue sin mis pensamientos,
Pero yo no vivo sin los entendimientos.

Yo tengo fey esperanza en el mundo.
El mundo grita, "De que vale esto?"
Yo soy unjoven idealista
Y un hombre que esta tratando
Bu scar para mi destino.
Donde esta la busqueda?
La busqueda esta en la mente
Donde el pensamiento tiene caliente.
La felicidad de la vida es saber ·

Que en el mundo, hay personas que estan buscando.
Dios, mi mente esta poseida de! cansancio
Mi vida no existe sin proposito.
Don Luis dice "Ten paciencia."
Yo digo, "Gracias, por mi vida.''.
- Tim Short -

'BAND RETURNS FROM TOUR
traveled back to Chicago to play for the
Royal Arch Chapter of the State of Illinois
at the Pick Congress Hotel. Included in the
audience at this concert was Governor
Ogilvie.
Appearing with the band this year were
The concert band left NISC early on · soloists Beryl Gersh and Carl Franz, both
Wednesday to play their first two concerts
NISC students, and Dr. Harmon, profesat Wendell Phillips High School in Chisor of brass instruments at NISC. The ·
cago. After the concerts, the band got on
brass and percussion ensembles also perthe buses to _go to lndinal;'olis for the first
formed througho.u t the tour.
of two nights stay.

The Northeastern Concert Band has just
come back from its annual tour of the
Midwest. This year the band traveied
throughout Indiana besides playing concerts in Chicago.

On Thursday, the band performed at two
more concerts, one each at Wes-Del High
School in Gatson, Indiana, and one at
Southwest High School in Shelbyville, Indiana. At both concerts the band received a
standing ovation from the audience.
Thursday evening the band held its annual banquet at the Indianapolis Speedway
Motel. At the banquet, the annual presentation of awards was the highlight of the
evening. This year's award winners are:
Outstanding Muscian, Bill McClellan;
Outstanding Service, Tom Hilliard and
Mike Zucek; Outstanding Bandsman, Ken
Wojcik. Also band patches were given out
to members of the band who have been in
band for the first two trimesters. Pins were
given out to members of the band in their
seventh or eighth trimester who have been
in band for at least four trimesters.
The final Indiana concert was held at
Westfield High School in Westfield. The
band also received a standing ovation at
. Westfield High. After the concert, the band
f
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film festival
thursdays

·w .c. fields
ourgang
laurel &
hardy
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The best of Mondo Crypto, by Mondo
Crypto
ARIES: Your organ this week is a Farfisa.
M ~, organ this week is a Voz. Together
we can make beautiful music. Feb. 25,
1970
TAURUS: Don't allow strange cravings
to run away with you . Run away with
someone you know. October 8, 1969
GEMINI : An apple a day will keep you
going but a carnation every morning will
really keep you in the pink, Oct. 15, 1968
CANCER: If you can't wear it, eat it.
If you can't eat it, plant it. If it grows,
eat it. Jan. 21 , 1970
LEO: In your case, it's better to have loved
and lost than to have just plain lost it.
But then again, your case doesn't come

up for a while anyway . November 12,
1969.
VIRGO: Stop reading astrology columns.
LIBRA : Good fortune will befall you, and
you will dwell at the right grand toe of
Horus, and the Hawk will set you free.
SCORPIO: Into each life a little flame
must fall
SAGITTARIUS: A palm in the hand is
worth three lost lemmings on Baffin Island
but a Print is divine. Sept. 17, 1969
LEO: One who hangs around long enough
to become part of the woodwork usually
gets dusted off. Aug. 4, 1969
AQUARIUS: Zuchini eaten with Rice
Krispies gives you gas. July 21, 1969
PISCES: If you are planning to go to
Atwater, Oklahoma, the gooseberries won't
be in bloom until next month. June 2,
1969

DR. STANLAKE SAMKANGE
of Fisk University, Nashville, Tennessee
Speaks on
"The White Problem in South Africa"
Thurs. April 2
1:00 p.m. Bll3-15

If you want GOOD OLD FASHIONED SERVICE go to

AL VAN'S ST AND ARD SERVICE ·
4000 W. PETERSON (PETERSON & PULASKI)

1 588-9s5o

588-9365

DOUBLE

S & H GREEN-STAMPS
With ANY GAS Purchase
ANY DAY of the Week
1

•TUNE-UPS ·
• TRANSMISSIONS
• BRAKES RELINED
• RADIATORS

•
•
•
•

WHEEL ALIGNMENT
EXHAUST SYSTEMS
HAND WASH
TIRES-BATTERIES

-AuioAIR-~-..

CONDITIONING ~~
SERVICE ON ALL MAKES
&. MODELS & ALL
FACTORY INSTALLED UNITS
FACTORY AUTHORIZED
SALES & SERVICE
MARK IV
FRIGIKING
SAME DAY SERVICE
& INSTALLATIONS
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the
Dave
·Green
·Report
I hope everyone enjoy!\d our April Fool issue yesterday. It was great being able to bring Northeastern the true
spirit of April Fool. Many college newspapers feel they
should put out a blatantly funny paper on the first. They
either mock themselves or the school with stories that are
enjoyable to read but are no more than obvious jokes that
don' t fool anyone. That's the catch. What is the seemingly
lost meaning or spirit of April fool? It's to fool someone.
Make a person believe something and have have him do
something that stems from that belief and slowly realize
that he has fallen for a contrived plot to make him an
April Fool. That is exactly what we did yesterday and if
you believed some of the ~tories in the issue, well let me
be one of \he first .(or maybe last depending on what you
read first in this paper) to yell, "April Fool."

***********
The Student Fees Allocations Committee met last
week and discussed, voted and passed a motion to appr~ ve a supplementary budget submitted by the Women:'
Vo lleyball team. The women needed the money to send
the team to the Natio nals in Long Beach California.
T he Committee gave the team $1833.50 to get them to
tournament and see if they could bring home a victory .
The girls are playi ng some kind of a volleyball game this
year (record to date 18-1 ) and deserve th is chance to
compete in Ca lifornia.
I have heard some critici sm of the Student Fees Allocati0ns Committee concerning their acceptance of the
shift of fu nds fro m other Physical Education C lubs to let
t he tea m ma ke the trip. I do n' t see the basis for this attack
because the Volleyball team is getting t he money from
fu nds that have already been allocated to PE o riented
clubs and not fro m the reserve fund fo r suplementary
budgets. A t least this is my understandipg of t he situatio n.
T he team also has made a valiant aqempt to raise the
money through thei r own means. The tele vision raffle has
raised about one-quarter of the cash needed and they are
still selling ticke ts. Some people might wonder why I am
in support of the Women's Volleyball te_am. It is a good

VOLLEYBALLERS
GET $1,800

thing for the college to sponsor trips of this nature because the traveling and increased exposure to different
people is a fantastic learning experience for those involved. There should be more traveling allowed in all the
clubs on campus.
The rumor that the only reason I am in favor of the
California trip is because I have been invited to go along
and cover it for PRINT is not true.

**********
If any of you people get a chance to get over to the
Gym during the intra-mural Volleyball games I would
like to to seek out a fellow by the name of Tony Odum
and cheer him on. He needs this support to bring his
meager talents to the peek of their effiency. He is easy to
recognize, he is a short, skinny, blond, kid that always
wears a white sweatshirt with his last name printed on it.
When you see him just yell his last name and tell him to
try a little harder.

**********
Two weeks ago I printed my predictions for the upcoming baseball season. As I also predicted there wasn' t
one person that agreed with me in the whole school. That
doesn't surprise me but what did throw a shock into me
was that there actuall y was a response to my plea for
prediction s from the readership. Lou Gaeding a nd Gene
. Corey sent their forecast downsta irs.
First of all I must compliment Lou be cause he agrees
wi th me in our prediction of doom for the C ubs. He has
them fi nishing in second place behind the St. Louis
Card inals (who I a lso picked). Lou shows some intelligence in that pick and backs it up with a second place
fin ish for the White Sox. (I ncidentall y, Lo u, I appreciated
the Go Go White Sox message you had on the back of
your e nvelope)
T he other fe llow, Gene Corey, showed his lack of
fo resight in picking the C ubs to take it th is year and
thereby nullifying his predictions .
However I said that I would compile the predictions of
all those that were sent downstairs so to be fair I will
include. Gene's in the massive statitics that have deluged

IN THE
MEANTIME,
IN BETWEEN
TIME
by Mr. Ron Middleton
'University of Las Vegas'
Do you like to gamble? You may not
answer yes, but a good 85% of the American population in some way gamble. Gambling means staking something of value in a
game of chance. Slot machines, punchboards, pinball machines, raffles, and
bingo account for most of the gambling in
the United States. On the professional side
or the more serious we have Poker, Dice,
Horse Racing, Roulette, etc.
Today, Poker is the most popular card
game in America, and it is with this game I
would like to begin my series on gambling.
There are ten definite Commandments
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which should be known by all Poker players and observed by any who wishes to
stay out of the 'loser' category.
The First Commandment is "Thou Shalt
Have Patience." Never has there been a
Poker pJaver who has not found himself in
a losing streak; a situation where the cards
simply are not going his way. The lifetime
average for any player is apt to be pretty
much the same for any other, the incidence
of winning or losing hands cannot be calculated by formula. After finding yourself in
such a losing streak one should simply
relax. Keep your bets small. Play a tight
game, stay out of large pots unless your
hand has a far better than even chance of

my desk.
I am going to rate the teams on a scale of 30 with the
team that was picked by the most people receiving the
highest point total. Since I am compiling three sets of
predictions this · system works out very conveniently.
When a team was picked in a position, it was assigned an
equivalent number of points for that pick. First place was
worth IO points, second 8 points, third 6 points fourth 4
points, fifth 2 points and sixth received no points.
No team received the total 30 points. St. ' Louis received the highest point total with 28 with Oakland and
Minnesota getting 26 each.
Here is the complete lists of the teams and their assigned point totals.

EAST
St. Louis
Chicago
New York
Phil.
Pitts.
Montreal

EAST
Baltimore
New York
Detroit
Boston
Was hington
Cleveland

NATIONAL LEAGUE
WEST
28 pts.
San Fran .
24 pts.
Atlanta
20 pts.
Los Angeles
10 pts.
Hou ston
8 pts.
C incinati
0 pts.
San Diego
AMERI C AN LEAGUE
WEST
22 pts.
Oakland
20 pts.
Minnesota
18 pts.
C hicago
18 pts.
California
12 pts.
Seattle
0 pts.
Kansas City

24 pts .
22 pts.
18 pts.
14 pts.
12 pts.
0 pts.
26 pts.
26 pts .
20 pts.
8 pts.
8 pts.
2 pts.

Well , there they are . .They are the combined efforts of
three people attemtping to come to some agreement on
the baseball outlook . T he individual predictions will be
kept on file with the hope that at the end of the season
some comparison can be made to determine who was the
best pred ictor.
Of course any more lists of predictions would be appreciated and compiled into the exi sting figu res .
Stick with those Sox.

winning. There'll always be another hand,
or indeed another game. Your luck will
turn eventually and you will get winning
hands; but perhaps it will not be tonight.
You can't count on it. Have Patience!
The Second Commandment is "If
Don't Have A Fighting Hand, Thou Shalt
Drop It." One of the best tests of a player's
judgment is .his action when he has been
holding cards for a considerable period and
suddenly finds himself confronted with a
hand that looks like it came out of someone's trash can. A smart player will always
pay at least opce or twice to see what's in
the other man's hand, thereby judging the
character's playing ability-a bluffer, etc.
The Third Commandment is "Thou Shalt
Always Call A Known Bluffer If You Have A
Better Than Average Hand." The habitual
bluffer is usually the one who has won . a

You

few pots early in his career through bluffing
and therefore made the mistake of thinking
it was a universal panacea. The bluffer will
steal an occasional pot, but he'll lose a lot
oftener t!lan he wins. If there not be any
known bluffer in the crowd, refer back to
the Second Commandment.
That's all until next week! By the way,
did you know that the art of Poker is
nothing in the world but a civilized version
of guerilla warfare, which depends on surprise and ambush for effectiveness.
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